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Introducing the problem: In Turkish, an internally complex formative -MIŞ+CASINA expresses
hypothetical comparison, which we gloss as HCM for Hypothetical Comparison Marker, putting
aside its internal complexity for the present purposes. An illustrative example is below.

(1) Can
Can

arka-sın-dan
behind-POSS3SG-ABL

biri
somebody

koval[a]-ıyor-muşcasına
chase-IMPF-HCM

hızlı
fast

yür-üyor-du.
walk-IMPF-PST

‘Can was walking fast as if somebody was chasing him.’

We are aware of the semantic analyses for the hypothetical comparison constructions in English
(Bledin & Srinivas 2019) and German (Bücking 2017). Yet, we argue that these analyses do not
provide a suitable meaning for HCM in Turkish. This is because HCM in Turkish has distinct
properties from parallel constructions in English and German. We focus on one of them here.
In Turkish, it is possible for an HCM-clause (≈what -MIŞCASINA attaches to) to co-occur with non-
verbal predicates as in (2) and (3). Hence, analyses that makes use of event semantics and analyze
HCM-clauses as manner modifiers (e.g. Bledin & Srinivas 2019) will undergenerate, failing to
predict examples like (2) and (3).

(2) Berke,
Berke

padişah-mışcasına
sultan-HCM

kibirli bir adam.
arrogant a man.

Lit: ‘Berke is an arrogant man as if he is a sultan.’
Our paraphrase = ‘Berke is as arrogant a man as he would be if he were a sultan.’

(3) Hiç
(n)ever

deprem
earthquake

ol-ma-yacak-mışcasına
happen-NEG-FUT-HCM

depreme hazırlıksız-ız.
earthquake-DAT unprepared-1PL

Lit: ‘We are unprepared for an earthquake as if there is never gonna be an earthquake.’
Our paraphrase = ‘We are as unprepared for an earthquake as we would be if there were never
gonna be an earthquake.’

Since these analyses of hypothetical comparison do not readily extend to HCM in Turkish, we
propose a new semantic analysis, making use of a theory of degree semantics and equatives, which
have been motivated and formulated independently (see e.g. von Stechow 1984, Rett 2010).
Proposal, briefly. The paraphrase we provide for (2) reflects our intuition that HCM makes a
comparison between two degrees, an actual-world degree and a hypothetical one. The HCM-clause
provides the crucial bit of information on where the hypothetical degree is located. Roughly, the
truth conditions we would like to derive for (2) are as in (4a). With verbal predicates, too, we
maintain the same truth conditions, as illustrated for (1) in (4b).

(4) a. (2) roughly says: the degree of arrogance Berke has in the actual world is greater than or
equal to the degree of arrogance Berke has in hypothetical worlds where he is a sultan.

b. (1) roughly says: the degree of speed at which Can is walking in the actual world is
greater than or equal to the degree of speed at which Can would be walking in hypotheti-
cal worlds where somebody is chasing him.

Compositional analysis. The simplified LF in (5) for (2) formalizes our intuition that HCM makes
a comparison between degrees. HCM combines with two arguments: its prejacent proposition and
then a function from degrees to propositions (derived by λ-abstracting over a degree variable). The
latter argument is used ‘twice’, so to speak, to retrieve the degree in the actual world and also to
retrieve the degree in hypothetical worlds (which HCM takes us to by accessing its first argument,
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i.e. the proposition.) Importantly, there are many possible worlds where Berke is a sultan; and
the comparison will only sound strong enough if it involves universal quantification over all those
relevant hypothetical worlds. Accordingly, the meaning we give to -MIŞCASINA will be as in (6).
See in (7) the truth conditions we derive for (2).

(5)
function from degrees to propositions

λd. λw. Berke is d-arrogant in w-MIŞCASINAproposition

λw. Berke is a sultan in w

(6) J-MIŞCASINAKw = λp< s, t >: p(w) = 0. λD< d, st >. for all w′ most similar to w: p(w′)→ the
max d′ such that D(d′)(w) = 1 > the max d′′ such that D(d′′)(w′)=1

(7) J(2)Kw = 1 iff for all possible worlds w′ most similar to w such that Berke is a sultan in w′,
the maximal degree d’ such that Berke is d’-arrogant in w > the maximal degree d” such that
Berke is d”-arrogant in w′

A few comments: We take the prejacent of -MIŞCASINA to denote a proposition, as is obvious in
examples like (3). Furthermore, we take it to be presupposed to be false, given that the continuation
in (8) sounds odd. (Ideally, this should be derived from the evidential (i.e. MIŞ) part of HCM.)

(8) Ali
Ali

sınav-ı
exam-POS3SG

yok-muşcasına
exist.NEG-HCM

rahat.
relaxed.

#Çünkü
Because

sınav-ı
exam-POS3SG

yok.
exist.NEG

‘Ali is as relaxed as he would be if he didn’t have an exam. #Because he doesn’t have an exam.’

We also restrict the set of worlds quantified over by something along the lines of ‘most similar to
w’ to ensure that we don’t go to worlds where the comparison won’t go through (e.g., we need to
exclude worlds where all sultans are benevolent or there are no sultans at all.)
Predictions. Our semantics for HCM makes an important prediction. Since it requires comparison
between two degrees, when the matrix absolutive adjectival predicate cannot be coerced into a
scalar/gradable expression, HCM is predicted to be odd. This prediction is borne out, (9).

(9) #Kolye
necklace

düğün-de
wedding-LOC

tak-ıl-mışcasına
gift-PASS-HCM

altın(dan)-dı.
gold(en)-PST

#‘The necklace was as golden as it would be if it was gifted at a wedding.’

That said, our proposal is also flexible enough to accommodate cases where there is no adverb
in the matrix clause but a comparative interpretation is nevertheless available. Consider (10).
We propose that here speakers posit a covert adverb (appropriate with respect to context/world
knowledge). This is motivated by the denotation of HCM which wants a function from degrees.
Importantly, when the context/world knowledge doesn’t readily allow us to retrieve a suitable
adverb, the sentence sounds odd, forcing us to wonder what that [???] could be, as in (11).

(10) Yarın
tomorrow

sınavın
exam-POS.2SG

yok-muşcasına
exist.NEG-HCM

otur-uyor-sun!
sit-IMPF-2SG

‘You are sitting as [RELAXED/UNWORRIED] as you would be if you didn’t have an exam tomorrow.’

(11) Yarın
tomorrow

meteor
meteor

yağ-acak-mışcasına
rain-FUT-HCM

dans ed-iyor-sun
dance-IMPF-2SG

‘You are dancing as [???] as you would be if there were gonna be a meteor shower tomorrow.’
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The doubly-quantified sentence Every bear approached a tent is ambiguous between a universal-wide 
(every takes scope over a: every bear approached a different tent) and an existential-wide interpretation 
(a takes scope over every: every bear approached the same tent). These interpretations are mentally 
represented as logical representations, which specify the scope assignment of the quantifiers. An 
important question about the organization of logical representations is whether scope is represented 
following a general scope-taking mechanism that is shared by all quantifiers or whether scope 
assignment is quantifier-specific. This question is relevant, because quantifiers differ from each other 
in their scope-taking biases (e.g., each is more likely to take wide scope than all, Ioup, 1975). Feiman 
and Snedeker (2016; henceforth F&S) tested this question using the structural priming paradigm in 
language comprehension. They observed that logical representations can be primed, but not if prime 
and target involved different quantifiers. They interpreted this finding as evidence for a quantifier-
specific representation of scope at the level of logical representations.  
 We replicated F&S’s study in Dutch. Dutch quantifier words are slightly different than English 
quantifier words: the distributive quantifiers iedere and elke are closer meaning equivalents than their 
rough English translation equivalents each and every. Initially, we aimed to test whether priming 
emerged between elke and iedere, as these quantifiers have different phonological forms, but possibly 
similar scope-taking properties. However, the outcome of our experiments led us to re-examine Feiman 
and Snedeker’s hypothesis that logical representations are quantifier-specific.  

We used a sentence-picture matching task to elicit priming of logical representation in language 
comprehension (similar to F&S; Fig. 1). Prime sentences either had the form elke…een (‘every…a’), 
iedere…een (‘every…a’) or alle…a (‘all…a’). Target sentences always had the form elke…een. In 
Experiment 1 (n = 188), we manipulated Prime Quantifier (elke, iedere, alle) between participants 
(following F&S). All analyses were conducted using logit mixed-effect models (e.g., Jaeger, 2008) 
Descriptively, our results largely replicated Feiman and Snedeker’s results, but our analyses also 
revealed priming between alle and elke (Fig. 2). Given these inconclusive results, we conducted 
Experiment 2 (n = 180), in which Prime Quantifier was manipulated within participants. Experiment 2 
showed priming in all Prime Quantifier conditions (with no difference in magnitude of the effect; Fig. 
3). 

This finding is in contrast F&S’s hypothesis that logical representations are quantifier-specific. 
Rather, it seems that people can generalise across different quantifier words if they are exposed to 
similar interpretations of different quantifier words. Possibly, this generalisation is facilitated by the 
presence of a within-quantifier condition (e.g., elke-elke). In the prime trials of a within-quantifier 
condition, the participants are explicitly exposed to both interpretations of the target sentence. 
Therefore, they may adapt their initial bias for the preferred interpretation of the target sentence, which 
may result in priming between quantifiers as well. We tested this hypothesis in Experiment 3 (n = 260). 
Here, we manipulated the presence of the within-quantifier (elke-elke) condition between blocks in the 
experiment. Priming now emerged between quantifiers in the absence of a within-quantifier as well 
(Fig. 4). This indicates that people may generalise across different quantifier words as long as they are 
exposed to both possible readings of multiple quantifier words.  

Altogether, our results show that the absence of between-quantifier priming does not 
necessarily denote a quantifier-specific representation of scope assignment. Rather, our results indicated 
that people generalise across the scope-taking behaviour of different quantifiers if they are exposed to 
the scope-taking behaviour or multiple quantifiers. This leads to priming within and between 
quantifiers. Because the magnitude of priming is similar between and within quantifiers, we conclude 
that logical representations do not involve a quantifier-specific representation of scope assignment. 
Rather, quantifiers seem to serve as a cue that biases us towards the construction of a particular logical 
representation, but logical representations themselves are not differentiated following to quantifier-
specific scope-taking mechanisms. 



 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Percentage of u-wide target choices per Prime Quantifier, Prime Condition, Block, and Block Order configuration in Exp. 3. The 
statistical analyses revealed a main effect of Prime Condition (p < 0.001) which was not modulated by the Prime Quantifier, Block, or Block 
Order conditions.  

References: Feiman, R., & Snedeker, J. (2016). The logic in language: How all quantifiers are alike, but each quantifier is different. Cognitive 
psychology, 87, 29-52.; Ioup, G. (1975). Some universals for quantifier scope. In Syntax and Semantics volume 4 (pp. 37-58).  

Fig. 2. Percentage of u-wide target choices per Prime Quantifier 
and Prime Condition configuration in Exp. 1. The statistical 
analyses revealed a main effect of Prime Condition (p < 0.001), 
which was modulated by Prime Quantifier (p = 0.013; post-hoc 
comparisons: priming was stronger in elke compared to iedere 
condition (p = 0.011), but not compared to alle condition (p = 
0.127). 

 

Fig. 3. Percentage of u-wide target choices per Prime Quantifier 
and Prime Condition configuration in Exp. 2. The statistical 
analyses revealed a main effect of Prime Condition (p < 0.001), 
which was not modulated by Prime Quantifier (p = 0.935) 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a prime-target trial of 
the sentence-picture matching tasks used 
in Experiments 1-3. Participants matched 
the sentence with one out of the two 
pictures. Prime sentences always involved 
one universal quantifier (elke, iedere or 
alle). Prime condition was manipulated 
within subjects, Prime Quantifier was 
manipulated between-subjects in 
Experiment 1, and within-subjects in 
Experiment 2. Experiment 3 contained 
two blocks: One block only contained the 
alle and the iedere primes (the exclusive-
elke block), whereas the other block 
contained all three Prime Quantifier 
conditions (the inclusive-elke block). The 
order of the blocks was counterbalanced 
between participants. The labels 
Universal-wide prime, Existential-wide 
prime, Universal-wide response and 
Existential-wide response and the English 
translations are added to this figure for 
ease of illustration.  
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A mixed tense system: 

Two roads to the simultaneous reading in Modern Greek 
Introduction. Modern Greek (MG) displays an interesting ‘optionality’, in that it is the only language observed so far, 

where both present and past may be used under a past tense attitude verb to trigger a simultaneous reading. With respect 

to the present, MG is like Russian, the present tense being shiftable in attitudinal environments (ex. ‘2 years ago, John 

said that Mary is pregnant’). With respect to past, MG is like English, since it has a Sequence of Tense (SOT) rule, 

deleting the most embedded past (ex. ‘John said that Mary was pregnant’). We claim that MG has a mixed tense system, 

displaying the tense deletion of English and the shiftable present of Russian. This, plus a Prefer De Se rule, will explain 

the unavailability of simultaneous readings with past-under-past across non-SOT languages, as well as the optionality 

observed in MG. 

SOT and shiftable present. Temporal features usually indicate the time of the event expressed by the verb, relative to 

the time of the utterance. Yet, as noted by Abusch (1988) sometimes an embedded past may remain uninterpreted. In (1) 

the time of the meal is after any other moment: 

(1) John decided a week ago that in ten days he would say to his mother that they were having their last meal together. 

Since the embedding past cannot be interpreted de re in (1), an SOT rule is usually posited to account for this purely 

morphological agreement of the embedded tense (e.g., Sharvit 2017): 

SOT rule: Under certain circumstances, when a tense morpheme is c-commanded by an agreeing tense morpheme 

(attached to an intensional predicate), it may be deleted at the level of the Logical Form (LF). 

The embedded past is deleted (Ogihara (1996), von Stechow (1995; 2003)): 

(2) [a week ago] λt1 John decidepast_t1 λt0past he willpastt0 say_λt0 that they havepast_t0 their last meal together. 

Languages with such a rule use a matrix indexical present (Schlenker 1999; Sharvit 2003), namely a present tense 

morpheme which obligatorily refers to the utterance time. Languages without an SOT rule, however, use a non-indexical, 

shiftable present tense morpheme to derive the simultaneous reading. Shifted present, in an attitudinal environment refers 

to the ‘internal now’ of the attitude holder, thereby conveying the simultaneous reading. On theoretical grounds, there 

are thus two parameters, i.e., the presence of an SOT rule and the shiftability of present tense, predicting the following 

typology under attitudes (Sharvit, 2003; 2017): 
Parameters English, French Russian, Hebrew, Japanese Modern Greek Imposs. 

SOT rule YES NO YES NO 

Shiftable present NO YES YES NO 

There is a further division between languages where present is shiftable: those where it is so only in attitudinal 

environments, like Russian and Hebrew, and those where it is also shiftable in non-attitudinal, relative clause 

environments, like Japanese (Ogihara & Sharvit 2012). We will provide novel data and argue that MG falls under the 

first category. 

Empirical findings. Our empirical claim is that MG is an English-type language regarding the embedded past but a 

Russian-type one regarding embedded present (Sharvit 2017). We provide new data, based on our native judgments and 

those of four other consultants, establishing that in MG, the simultaneous reading with attitudes can be conveyed with 

both present- and past-under-past: 
(3) To    1960, o    Yanis iksere         oti   i     Maria ine        /itan          omorfi 

The 1960, the John know-PST that the Mary  is-PRS/was-PST beautiful  
‘In 1960, John thought that Mary is/was beautiful’ 

In both cases the content of the thought was ‘Mary is beautiful’. Thus, the simultaneous reading can be generated by 

both embedded tenses. In fact, when we have an embedded past, the simultaneous reading, and not the back-shifted one, 

is the most salient. Furthermore, Abusch-style examples can be reconstructed in MG, establishing that the embedded 

past remains uninterpreted (like in English), since it refers to a moment after any other moment in the sentence. This, 

plus the fact that MG has a shiftable present (like Russian and Japanese), offer two roads to simultaneous readings in 

Abusch-style examples too. Sharvit (2017) notes this optionality to get the simultaneous reading: 
(4) Prin     mia evdomada, o  Jorghos ipe                   oti  se  dheka meres tha     eleghe                   stin     kopela     tu       oti  

Before one week         the Jorghos say-PST-PFV that in ten      days  would say-PST-IMPFV to-the girlfriend of-his that  
sinadjunte  /sinadjiontusan ja teleftea fora 

meet-PRS /meet-PST       for last      time 

‘A week ago, George said that in ten days he would say to his girlfriend that they are/were meeting for the last time’ 

Additionally, in non-attitudinal environments (relative and complement clauses), MG behaves like Russian and 

English, and unlike Japanese, in that the simultaneous reading can only be conveyed with a past-under-past: 
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(5) # Prin     20 chronia o   Pavlos sinerjastike                   me   enan andra pu  ine         proedros 

   Before 20 years    the Pavlos collaborate-PST-PFV with a      man   who is-PRS president.  

‘20 years ago, Paul collaborated with a man who is president’ 

Present tense in a relative clause may only be indexical, triggering a present reading. Yet, this reading is blocked in (5) 

by the temporal operator ‘20 years ago’. Going one step further, the same point can be made in complement clauses that 

appear under non-attitudinal verbs: 
(6) # Se mia scholiki ekdromi,   prin      polla chronia, itan      lathos oti   i      kathijitria perni                    diazijio. 

  At a     school    excursion, before many years,     is-PST false   that the professor take-PRS-PFV divorce.  

‘At a school excursion many years ago, it was false that the professor is getting divorced’ 

This further suggests that this is a semantic rather than a syntactic phenomenon. To sum up, MG is an English-type 

language when it comes to embedded past and a Russian-type one when it comes to embedded present. 

Two or three roads to the simultaneous reading? We propose that, e.g., (3), has the following possible LFs: 

(7) [In 1960]  λt1 John knowpast_t1  λt0 that Mary  bepast_t1 beautiful (de re past-under-past, unattested) 

(8) [In 1960]  λt1 John knowpast_t1  λt0 that Mary bepres_  t0 beautiful (de se present-under-past, simult.) 

(9) [In 1960]  λt1  John knowpast_t1  λt0past   that Mary bepast_t0  beautiful (de se past-under-past, simult.) 

(7) shows that there is another way to derive a simultaneous reading with past-under-past, namely if the second past is 

interpreted de re and is thus evaluated with respect to the time of the utterance instead of the ‘now’ of the attitude holder. 

This would derive a simultaneous reading, without an SOT rule. The following hypothesis could thus in principle hold: 

The simultaneous reading with past-under-past is triggered from an embedded past read de re. 

Abusch-style examples, e.g., (4), which also have the simultaneous reading, even though the embedded past cannot be 

read de re, show that (9) is at least possible and that the previous hypothesis cannot explain all cases. Yet, it could still 

be that MG has two ways to get a past-under-past simultaneous reading plus one way to get a present-under-past one. 

Typological data suggest that this is not the case, falsifying the previous hypothesis. Indeed, if the embedded past can be 

read de re in MG, yielding simultaneous readings, this would also be predicted to be possible in non-SOT languages. 

Yet, past-under-past in Hebrew and Russian yield back-shifted instead of simultaneous readings, as seen in the following 

example from Hebrew, which conveys the thought ‘Miriam loved me in my childhood’ (Ogihara & Sharvit 2012): 
(10) Yosef  xašav           še    Miriam ahava        oto  be-yalduto 

Yosef think-PST that Miriam love-PST him in-his.childhood 

‘Yosef thought that Miriam loved him in his childhood.’ 

We thus assume that the only attested LFs are (8) and (9), the latter being obtained by the SOT rule. (7) could then be 

blocked by an independently motivated (Schlenker 1999) Prefer De Se rule: 

Prefer De Se: A de se LF is preferred over a de re one when they yield similar truth conditions. 

In this way, de re LFs are ruled out, de se LFs being the only ones available (except if the only true LF is a de re one, in 

cases in which the attitude holder is wrong about the time for example). For this to work, one would need to assume that 

a past-under-past in non-SOT languages does not have a de se LF capturing the simultaneous reading, which amounts 

to saying that these languages do not have an SOT rule. Thus, there are two roads to a de se LF in MG: either a shiftable 

present as in (8) or a deleted past as in (9). Both are preferred over a de re LF, i.e., (7), thanks to Prefer De Se. Therefore, 

not only is the complete optionality observed in MG explained, but also the preference for shiftable present in non-SOT 

languages (briefly discussed in Ogihara & Sharvit 2012). Our prediction for (4) is that we can choose between the 

following de se LFs, since Prefer De Se has blocked a de re past-under-past one: 

(11) de se past-under-past, simultaneous reading: 

[A week ago] λt1 George saypast_t1 λt0past he willpast_t0 say_λt0past they meetpast_t0 for the last time. 

(12) de se present-under-past, simultaneous reading: 

[A week ago] λt1 George saypast_t1 λt0 he will_t0 say_λt0 they meetpres_t0 for the last time. 

Here’s a Hebrew Abusch-style example from Sharvit (2003): 
(13) Lifney šavua, Dan hexlit            še   be’od asara yamim, bizman aruxat ha-boker, hu yomar  le-imo  

Before week  Dan decide-PST that in        ten     days       at-time the-breakfast          he will-tell to-his-mother  

še   hu mitga’ agea ele-ha. 
that he miss-PRS    to-her  

‘Dan decided a week ago that in ten days he would say to his mother that he misses her’ 

A de re past-under-past LF is blocked by Prefer De Se and we thus predict the correct de se LF: 

(14) [Before one week] λt1 Dan decidepast_t1 λt0 he will_t0 say_λt0 he misspres_t0 her. 
References. Abusch, D. (1988), Sequence of Tense, Intensionality and Scope, The Proceedings of the 7th West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics. Ogihara, T. (1996), Tense, 
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A new constraint on indexical shift based on Eastern Armenian
David Blunier, Université de Genève (david.blunier@unige.ch)

Introduction. Modern Eastern Armenian (MEA, Yerevan region, Armenia) is a language that
allows optional indexical shift (IS), as demonstrated in (1):
(1) Mariam-n@

Mariam.NOM-DEF

asEl-a
say.PST-3SG

VOR
COMP

(jEs)
1SG

haXtEl-Em
win.PST-1SG

3 "Mariam said that I won" (indexical) 3 "Mariami said that shei won" (shifted)

In (1), the embedded indexical can either receive an indexical reading, and refer to the current
speaker, or a so-called shifted reading, referring to Mariam, the subject of the matrix clause.
Various analyses have been proposed to account for this phenomenon, and past as well as ongoing
research helped to establish robust cross-linguistic patterns of the phenomenon. The present
work argues, per Schlenker (2003) and Sundaresan (2018), that IS essentially involves binding,
contra the prevalent view that invokes a monstrous context-shifting operator (Deal 2020, i.a.).
Evidence essentially comes from sentences involving bound pronouns in MEA, whose behavior
in split-antecedence and multiple embedding configurations is crucial. I also show that IS in
MEA is sensitive to the linguistic realization of arguments that serve as binders, something left
unaccounted for by the operator view.

Two routes to derive indexical shift. The first one, initially developed by Schlenker (Schlenker
1999, 2003), was to propose that IS essentially involved quantification over contexts: according
to this analysis, attitude verbs like say would essentially bind contextual variables in the syntax
and derive shifted interpretations in a language in which indexicals are specified to be bindable.
Another trail to shifted indexicality was blazed by Anand and Nevins (2004) and taken up by
Shklovsky and Sudo (2014), Deal (Deal 2017, 2020) and consists in positing that embedded CPs
are endowed with a dedicated "monstrous" context-shifting operator ( ) that sets the indexical’s
context paramaters to the coordinates of the index:
(2) J φ Kg,c,i = JφKg,i,i

In that system, indexicals differ as to which contexts they are evaluated against. Such an operator
elegantly captures a number of constrains on indexical shift, such as the shift together constraint
proposed by Anand and Nevins (2004). However, it falls short of accounting for a number of
other observations, to which we now turn.

Split-antecedent shifted indexicals and multiple embeddings. MEA allows plural indexicals
to shift even when partially bound by two coordinated DPs. In such configurations, the embedded
verb also exhibits plural marking:
(3) Anna-n

Anna.NOM-DEF

u
and

Mariam-@
Mariam.NOM-DEF

as@l-@n
say.PST-3PL

te
COMP

gnalu
go.PTCP-FUT

enk
be.PRS.1PL

kefi
party.DAT

miasin
together

3 Annai and Mariamj said that wei,j will go to the party together.

It is unclear how these effects could be accounted for in the operator-based approach, where
indexicals remain direct referential devices in the spirit of Kaplan 1989; however, it follows
from independent assumptions about pronominal binding and plural agreement (Rullmann 2003,
2004). Other problematic examples feature cases of multiple embeddings, in which indexicals
must receive their value from the closest "shifty" C domain:
(4) Samuel-@

Samuel.NOM-DEF

asEl-a
say.PST-3SG

Anna-in
Anna.DAT

VOR
COMP

NarEk-@
Narek.NOM-DEF

Mariam-in
Mariam.DAT

asEl-a
say.PST-3SG

VOR
COMP

(jEs)
1SG

kEz
2SG

siRum-Em
love.PTCP.PRS-1SG



3 "Samueli said to Annaj that Narekk said to Mariamm that hek loves herm"
7 "Samueli said to Annaj that Narekk said to Mariamm that hei loves herj"

This cannot straightforwardly be derived under the operator-based approach, which predicts a
structure in which a inserted at the first embedding level should deliver the unavailable reading
in (4); again, however, it follows from known constraints on the locality of binding (Fox 2000,
Kehler and Büring 2007 i.a).

A new constraint based on argument realization. Additionally, it seems that MEA imposes
an additional restriction on shifting that I will dub the argument realization constraint. In (5)a/b,
the 2nd person pronoun du cannot refer to the addressee of the reported context, Anna, if the 3rd
person DP Annain has not been overtly realized as an argument of say (similar cases have been
pointed out by Özyıldız (2012) for Turkish):
(5) a. Annai

Anna.GEN

maman
mom

asEl-@
say.PRS-3SG

Anna-in
Anna.DAT

VOR
COMP

du
you.NOM

pEtk-@
need-COP

indZ
me.DAT

ognEs
help-PRS.2SG

tun-@
house-DEF

makrelu
clean-PTCP.FUT

hamar
for

3 Annaj’s motheri said to Annaj that shej should help heri with the cleaning.

b. Annai
Anna.GEN

maman
mom

asEl-@
say.PRS-3SG

VOR
COMP

du
you.NOM

pEtk-@
needneed-COP

indZ
me.DAT

ognEs
help-PRS.2SG

tun-@
house-DEF

makrelu
clean-PTCP.FUT

hamar
for

7 Annaj’s motheri said that shej should help heri with the cleaning.

Intervention effects and fine-grained monstrous binders. I propose that the observed re-
strictions are best captured in a framework that treats monsters as fine-grained binders. This is
essentially what Sundaresan (2018) proposes, by defining a new set of potential monsters that
are relativized as to the type of indexical that they can bind. (6) is a speaker binder:
(6) J AUTH Kg,c,i = λpλx.∀c′ ∈ AUTH(x, i) → p(c′), where AUTH(x,i) is the compatibility

of the speaker of the content x of the attitude in world w(i) to be the author in c’ in w(c’)
This new type of monster can correctly derive the readings of examples (3)-(4) above, if it is
supplemented by the following generalization, a type of relativized minimality constraint (Rizzi,
1990):
(7) Context-Minimality Generalization: The silent context pronoun that is associated with an

indexical must be coindexed with the λ that minimally c-commands it. (Sundaresan, 2018)
In order to account for cases like (5), I propose to augment the above generalization with a
condition on argument realization, something reminiscent of the problem of the formal link in
ellipsis (Elbourne, 2008):
(8) Argument Realization: In order to be introduced in a CP, a given requires its correspond-

ing binder to be realized as an argument of the matrix verb it is embedded under.
This treatment of shifted indexicals paves the way towards an integrated theory of pronominal
reference with retrievability constraints, as the one proposed in Roberts (2010).
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